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5th March 2020
On 5th March 2020, as a part of Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat monthly events colloquy the Dean of Student Affairs at IIT Hyderabad Prof. P. Raja Lakshmi along with Dr. Abhishek Kumar, Faculty In-charge EBSB Club arranged a get-together lunch for the EBSB team in order to convey certain suggestions regarding EBSB events.

The lunch followed by several discussions over the monthly events of EBSB about to happen in the month of March-like Holi and Ugadi. All the coordinators enthusiastically took part in sharing their ideas about the things to be organized during these momentous events and arrangements to be done for these auspicious occasions.
During this phase of confabulation, the Public Relation Officer of IIT Hyderabad Mrs. Mitalee Agarwal shared her sublime idea regarding the usage of organic colours in the Holi event to make the event eco-friendlier and to maintain the sustainability in the event.